In this paper, dynamics modeling of the 3-PTT parallel machine tool is carried out by the Lagrange method. The cycloid curve is adopted in the planning of the trajectory. Combined with a practical example, the computer simulation is carried out. It provides a theoretical basis for the control of the machine tool. The work will provide help for the control and structural optimization design of the parallel machine tool.
INTRODUCTION
Recently, lots of research has focused on the automatic grinding process [1] [2]. The 3-PTT parallel machine tool was designed for grinding [3] . In parallel machine Tool technology, inverse dynamics modeling is one of the most important aspects for controlling a parallel machine tool with high position precision [4] . The mechanism of this machine tool is shown in Fig.1 . This mechanism consists of a moving platform, three sliding rails, three slider joints, as well as a translational-mechanism that equivalent to one link, so this mechanism has three links equivalently, which are same the length, for the manufacture and control of convenience. the three sliders are located in three rail respectively, to drive three-bar moving along the horizontal rails by serve motors, three sliding rail evenly spaced parallel. As the parallel the mechanism restricting, moving platform for equilateral triangle is always parallel to the rails. The link and the slider are connected by universal joints, the link and the moving platform are connected by universal joints, and the mechanism has three translational DOF.
The 3-PTT parallel machine tool is simplified as shown in Fig.2 to obtain kinematics for convenience. The base coordinate system O(x, y, z) on Rails is set up, three sliders are regarded as the three points A1 (x1,-a, 0), A2 (x2, 0, 0), A3 (x3, a, 0) respectively under the O-xyz coordinates. The moving platform located under the base coordinate system is the point p (xp, yp, zp). The kinematics can be determined as follows 
Where, A=a-b, 2b is the side length of moving platform for equilateral triangle. l is the length of the link. Jacobian matrix is simple and can be determined by
DYNAMICS
According to the Lagrange method, Dynamics equations can be determined as follows
represents the inertia force of slider, vector
    represents of slider position, slider speed and slider acceleration. The moving platform vector is assumed as
) and G(q) can be obtained respectively as follows
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It can be seen that the dynamics equation is composed of acceleration, speed and gravity. This shows as a driving force on slider for machine tool associated with slider acceleration, speed and quality of parallel mechanism and end-effector.
TRAJECTORY PLANNING
There are joint and Cartesian space methods on trajectory planning of parallel machine tool. Method of Cartesian space trajectory planning has a clear concept and can be carried out directly from the task, equation of motion of the parallel machine tool is simple, less computation, has non-singular points in a space [4] . Trajectory planning based on Cartesian is suitable for the machine tool. Because the grinding machine with constant pressure grinding, end-effector are required to maintain a certain speed in entire operating area for the avoidance of grinding burn and grinding quality. The cycloid curve is used to connect corner of track, linear, circular curve and curvature is continuous at the points change, first derivative and second derivative are also continuous. End-effector can smoothly through the track corner under the condition of constant speed, high precision and quality can be ensured. The ordinary expression of the cycloid curve is as follows 
Above, (x0, y0) is coordinates of origin of cycloid curves, a is length coefficient φis angle between x axis and tangent in the initial point of curves, b is proportional coefficient.
The cycloid curves is shown in Fig.3 , the whole curve is continuous, its first derivative, second derivative is continuous. The curve at the zero point is zero. Curvature is proportional to the arc length of the curve. This is characteristic of cycloid curves. The curvature is not zero in other points on the clothoid curve, so one clothoid curve can only ensure the point on the curve and line connections to meet the requirement of continuous curvature.
The trajectory is designed as shown in Fig.4 , grinding operations from A point to F point to the end，AB, DC and EF are linear segments, BC and DE are two segments in the dual form of the cycloid curve, N, M is the contact point respectively. When the straight line and the cycloid curve are connected, The use of two starting from the origin of the tail of the clothoid curve docking, so corner curve and two straight lines are connected to meet the requirement of continuous curvature. Trajectory planning using swing curves as the corner a billet grinding machine for the typical job trajectory.
DYNAMICS SIMULATION
Set of parallel machine tool structure parameters following as table I End-effector starting point coordinates for A(20, 15) to end point D(16, 15) Along the curve in Fig.4 , motion parameters of the trajectory of the operating space can be transformed into joint space coordinates by the kinematic equation (1), structural parameters of parallel machine tool and the converted motion parameters are brought into the equation (4) . The drive force of slider is simulated as shown in Fig.5 . The corner is connected with cycloid curve, the Force of slider driving rod can be steady changed, the vibration and impact of the robot can be effectively reduce
CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, dynamics modeling of the 3-PTT parallel mechanism tool is carried out. The trajectory planning of the 3-PTT parallel machine tool is suitable for planning in the operation space. Through the simulation research and theoretical analysis for the specific operation of grinding, the corner is connected by a cycloid curve, the velocity and acceleration of the end-effector are continuous. The vibration and impact of the machine tool can be reduced effectively and continuously. 
